
Key Changes from NEDC 2019-2020 to 2020-2021: 

2019-2020 Arduino Solutions 
for Humans 

2020-2021 Designing for Equity Reason for Change? 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

No theme Implementing theme-“Designing for Equity”.  
Client and Need will have to address this.  

Effective way to implement the idea and directive of 
including Equity.  Each project will have a user.  Equity 
becomes the general focus of competition and is 
integrated into all elements. 

Use of Arduino hardware and 
software as main component 

Allow choice of microprocessor: Arduino, 
Micro:bit, Circuit Playground  
 
Design must utilize one of these three 
microprocessors. 

This will allow regions to utilize additional resources that 
they have in their area (e.g., access to hardware, software, 
partners, and training). Some platforms have a lower 
barrier of entry (e.g., compatible with block-based coding 
vs. scripted coding).  Keeping Arduino as an option allows 
states/schools that have invested in that platform to 
continue using it.  

Scoring-points allocation: 
Poster carried the least 
weight.   

Design Brief, which replaces the previously 
required project report, now carries less weight 

Design brief requirements changed so producing a written 
report will not be a barrier to participation for some 
students, particularly English Language Learners. 

PROJECT REPORT to DESIGN BRIEF 

Project Report Design Brief (replaces project report) More reflective of the objective of the change component 

Length-5-10 pages  1Page - Double-sided This component was reported by some states to be the 
biggest deterrent to attempting the project. Needs 
something to demonstrate commitment to the project, 
but does not pose a significant barrier to participation.  

Included Problem Statement, 
Design Process, Data, Charts, 
Budget 

Includes key information and summary of the 
client, how the project illustrates designing for 
equity, and an overview of the design.  Includes 
a drawing of the prototype.  

Much of the information changed between submittal and 
final project.  Judges weren’t able to compare data.  Can 
be used as a guide for symposium and a start to pitch. Too 
difficult for some teams.  

Free Form Submittal Required use of a template provided by MESA 
USA. 
 
 
 

Provides structure and will ease the judging burden. 



ACADEMIC POSTER 

Had market comparisons and 
other non-essential 
requirements 

Remove requirements of market comparison 
and some other non-essential information.  

These requirements were an additional burden and were 
not used in the interview.  

Not as technical, mainly used 
as a prop with interview 

Add more technical requirements.  Increase 
weight of poster in overall scoring.  Add the 
charts, data, graphs formerly required in the 
project report.  

Can be better utilized during and pairs better with 
technical presentation  

TECHNICAL PRESENTATION AND INTERVIEW 

Scoring of Arduino only Will include choice to use any of three micro-
processors 

Relatively few changes to this component, but will add 
more line items on the scoring sheet related to the 
prototype.  

PROJECT PITCH 

Length-10 Minutes Length-7 Minutes Was too long.  Most competitors required to sit in the 
auditorium for an entire day. At Nationals consider 
breaking up into MS and HS sessions facilitated on 
different days to avoid one single, day-long event.  

Arduino discussion Remove this element from the Pitch 
Presentation requirements. 

A demo is essential to understanding the product. 
However, scaling down the requirements to deeply discuss 
the technical aspects of the design will streamline and 
help maintain this as a “separate” presentation from 
technical interview. 

Had marketing and business 
element 

Remove this element from the Pitch 
Presentation requirements. 

This required students to learn another body of content 
(i.e., business, manufacturing, and marketing) with limited 
time. This content was not necessarily related to the 
design and took students’ attention away from the human 
centered design element of the NEDC. 

No theme focus Will showcase “Designing for Equity” elements 
and how they met needs of user 

This will shift the presentation entirely to focus on the 
user and why it meets the requirement “Designing for 
Equity”.   

Was a standalone 
component 

Designed to partner with Design Brief and can 
use components during Poster Symposium for a 
more integrated presentation of the team’s 
solution.  

Able to align elements more efficiently.  This will help give 
focus in preparation.  



Timeline: 

March Additional Meeting-Continue Work and Development 
 
April 3 Meeting- 

● Sub-Committees individual component Rubrics DUE 
● Review Final Rubrics-Make Live Changes.  FINAL DRAFT ready shortly after 
● Determine Distribution Plan 
● HOMEWORK: 

o Distribute Draft event for feedback from ED’s, Advisors/Schools 
 
May Meeting 

● Review Feedback 
● Determine Needed Changes 
● HOMEWORK: 

o Committees to modify and create final rubrics, any additions to the draft handbook based on changes? 

 
June Meeting-National Competition 

● Verify Final Rubrics and Final Rules Document. Designate as complete and ready for distribution. 
 

Scoring: 

Final Overall Scoring to Be: 
● Design Brief: 50 points 

● Technical Interview: 100 

● Project Pitch: 100 

● Academic Poster: 100 

Optional Awards: 
● Executive Director Award for Equity in Design: Separate un-scored award chosen by Executive Directors. 
● Industry Partner Awards: Major sponsors, long-time Industry partners that commit to supporting National Competition could have 

specific awards selected by their representatives. (e.g. Most Innovative Design, Best Implementation of Micro-processors, Most 
elegant coding) 

● People’s Choice Award: chosen by those in attendance at Poster Symposium. 



 

Future Growth in Years 2 and 3: 

Change Theme.  Possibly focus on: Design for 
Prosperity, Design for Beauty, Design for Justice, 
Design for Well-Being.  

This would allow us to keep the framework, but change projects.  Would eliminate 
building/multi-year projects. 

Identify a single platform If it’s too difficult to maintain three platform options, identify which is the most 
beneficial.  However, keeping additional platforms will allow a better chance to 
continue directive to meet CS standards and Design for the Internet of Things.  

 

Possible Resources: 

● Single web-based repository for National Resources on all platforms 

● Single web-based repository including vendors that offer hardware for all platforms 

● Template for Design Brief 

● Sources for Information on: Human Centered Design, designing for Equity, Designing for the Margins 

● Committee to continue to create Judge Materials 

● Identify National Partners that could offer training on each platform 

● Use the WIDA (World Class Instructional Design and Assessment) framework to review documents insure accessibility for ELs (English 

Learners) 


